POWERPOINT® PRESENTATION LEADER’S GUIDE PREVIEW
(Full leader’s guide includes 59 pages)

Leader’s Guide includes...
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tips for preparing for and announcing the presentation
Presenter notes (scripting/wording) for each slide & tips on how to use them
Discussion questions and prompts for use after your presentation
Ideas for using Smile & Move gear to support the message
Thoughts on reminding and encouraging after your presentation
A complete observation and review framework
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SAMPLE: Getting started…

Pages 2-7 cover...
•

Tips on announcing the
presentation

•

What to do before you present
the material

•

How to use the presenter notes

•

More quick tips
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SAMPLE: Presenter notes (scripting) for slides…

Slide 15

Slide 16

SLIDE INTENT: Information sharing

SLIDE INTENT: Information sharing

Opening statement: Be approachable.

Opening statement: When someone asks us to do something and we say yes, what
does our yes really say?

Say: Being approachable is to recognize and embrace our interdependency.
Say: It’s realizing each of us has an obligation to serve someone and in most cases

Say: Does it say, “Yes, of course, It would be my pleasure” or does it say, “Yes ... if I
have to?”
Say: How does it make you feel when someone’s yes is that “If I have to” response?

Say: A CEO serves stockholders, board members, and a management team. A teacher serves students and school administrators. A physician serves patients and perhaps
a hospital administration and partners of a practice.
Presenter Note: Here, consider using a set of examples that are specific to your
organization. You might also open it to your audience by asking them, “As a

Say: I know I want to get closer to all my Yes’s coming across as “it would be my pleasure.”
Presenter Note: If you’re close with your group and you know this to be a
weakness of yours, consider saying something like, “I’m sure most of you know
this is something I could work on myself.” Smile (if you can).
Transition: And here’s something I think all of us will enjoy...

If you’re the manager/leader of the audience, consider letting them know you
understand that in a very real way, they are one of the groups you serve (it’s not
just you being someone they serve).
Say: Being approachable is making it so people don’t feel like they need to walk on
eggshells when they approach us for something. It’s removing those eggshells as
much as possible in order to help people feel more than comfortable asking us for
assistance with something. <PAUSE> It’s being inviting.
Presenter Note: If you can, emphasize the word “more.”
Say: It’s getting over ourselves and being more excited about that opportunity to
serve ... being thankful for that opportunity.
Transition: In the Smile & Move book, the author puts it this way...
GO TO THE NEXT SLIDE
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GO TO THE NEXT SLIDE

Pages 8-48 include the
presenter notes for
each of the slides in
the PowerPoint®
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SAMPLE: Discussion tips and questions…

Pages 53-59 cover...

Tips for discussion questions
1.

ent ways and thoughts to approaching the material depending on your
group and objectives.

2.
3.

Remember to involve as many people as possible in the discussion.

4.

Avoid interrupting or finishing people’s answers for them.

5.

Where possible or where you feel someone may have something more
valuable to add, encourage them with a “How do you mean, Bob?” or

Pages 49-53 include...
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•

Discussion tips

•

Discussion questions and
prompts (20 total)

•

Ideas for support material

•

Thoughts on reminding and
encouraging

•

Plus a complete observation and
review framework to evaluate
how well the message is sticking

Discussion questions
You can use these questions at the end of the presentation (you’ll be prompted in the Presenter Notes to do this) or perhaps in follow-up discussions in
the future.

On the message overall...
•

Who would like to share their thoughts on the Smile & Move {[message,
philosophy, concept, ideas, principles, presentation]}?

•

Who can share what most connected with them from the Smile & Move
message? Why?

•

Who can sum up for us what the Smile & Move message is really about?

•

How do you see the Smile & Move {[idea, concept, philosophy]} fitting
in here?
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Thanks for previewing the

Smile & Move PowerPoint® Leader’s Guide
(If you have any questions, please call us at 804-762-4500)

Shop all Smile & Move products at

InspireYourPeople.com/Smile
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